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Clearly this has value!

https://blockchair.com/bitcoin/transaction/408357930


But how much value?



This is not about Technical Analysis



Fundamental Analysis

“Fundamental analysis, in accounting and 
finance, is the analysis of a business's financial 
statements (usually to analyze the business's 
assets, liabilities, and earnings), health and 
competitors and markets.” - Wikipedia

“Fundamental analysis is a method of evaluating 
a security in an attempt to assess its intrinsic 
value, by examining related economic, financial, 
and other qualitative and quantitative factors.” - 
Investopia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_analysis
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fundamentalanalysis.asp


“Standard Models” 
won’t work !

Bitcoin doesn’t have any of these



Digital Cash



Equation of Exchange
MV = PQ

Chris Burniske (@cburniske)

Introduced in September ‘17 on Medium: 
“Cryptoasset Valuations”

Core Idea: 

Apply the well-understood MV=PQ formula to crypto 
markets:

M = monetary base, necessary to support the crypto economy 
of size PQ at velocity V
V = velocity of the asset
P = price of the digital resource being provisioned
Q = quantity of the digital resource being provisioned

Very difficult to arrive at meaningful valuations due to 
V being unknown and variable over time.

https://twitter.com/cburniske
https://medium.com/@cburniske/cryptoasset-valuations-ac83479ffca7


New (Blockchain-specific) Methods 
of Fundamental Valuation



The NVT Ratio

Willi Woo (@woonomic)

Introduced in September ‘17:

Medium: “Introducing NVT Ratio (Bitcoin's PE Ratio), 
use it to detect bubbles”

Forbes: "Is Bitcoin In A Bubble? Check The NVT 
Ratio"

Core Idea: 

The “Price to Earnings ratio” (PE) is a standard 
valuation approach to stocks. BTC has a price, but no  
“earnings”. Let’s use the value flowing through the 
network instead! Dividing the total BTC value by the 
daily transaction value gives you the “Network Value 
to Transactions” (NVT) ratio.

https://twitter.com/woonomic
https://woobull.com/introducing-nvt-ratio-bitcoins-pe-ratio-use-it-to-detect-bubbles/
https://woobull.com/introducing-nvt-ratio-bitcoins-pe-ratio-use-it-to-detect-bubbles/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/wwoo/2017/09/29/is-bitcoin-in-a-bubble-check-the-nvt-ratio/#6061ea6a23f9
https://www.forbes.com/sites/wwoo/2017/09/29/is-bitcoin-in-a-bubble-check-the-nvt-ratio/#6061ea6a23f9
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http://charts.woobull.com/bitcoin-nvt-ratio


“NVTS” - Making NVT more Predictive

Proposed by Dmitry Kalichkin (Feb 
‘18): “Rethinking Network Value to 
Transactions (NVT) Ratio” 

And adopted by Willi Woo: “NVT 
Signal, a new trading indicator to 
pick tops and bottoms”

Core Idea: Make NVT more 
predictive by using a 90-day moving 
average of transaction volume
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https://medium.com/cryptolab/https-medium-com-kalichkin-rethinking-nvt-ratio-2cf810df0ab0
https://medium.com/cryptolab/https-medium-com-kalichkin-rethinking-nvt-ratio-2cf810df0ab0
https://woobull.com/nvt-signal-a-new-trading-indicator-to-pick-tops-and-bottoms/
https://woobull.com/nvt-signal-a-new-trading-indicator-to-pick-tops-and-bottoms/
https://woobull.com/nvt-signal-a-new-trading-indicator-to-pick-tops-and-bottoms/
http://charts.woobull.com/bitcoin-nvt-signal


Realized Cap

Nic Carter (@nic__carter)

Introduced in September ‘18:

Video: "Nic’s Talk at Baltic Honeybadger 2018"

Forbes: "Bitcoin as a novel economic institution"

Core Idea: 

Aggregate value of coins priced by their value when 
they last moved. This avoids counting lost coins and 
indicates where HODLERs entered the market.

https://twitter.com/nic__carter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2WXxgZ8h-0&t=78m8s
https://www.docdroid.net/FbgH1WS/bitcoin-institution-riga.pdf




Bitcoin Delta 
Capitalization

David Puell (@kenoshaking)

Introduced in February ‘19:

Medium: Bitcoin Delta Capitalization - A New View of 
BTC Long-Term Valuation

Average Cap: Instead of setting a fixed period for 
calculating a moving average (e.g., a 200-day MA), 
this is a life-to-date, cumulative simple moving 
average that serves as the true mean of the whole 
history of market cap.

Now calculate Delta Cap:

Delta Cap = Realized Cap - Average Cap

https://twitter.com/kenoshaking
https://medium.com/@kenoshaking/bitcoin-delta-capitalization-1d51a7b256b4
https://medium.com/@kenoshaking/bitcoin-delta-capitalization-1d51a7b256b4








Comparative Analysis



" As a thought experiment, imagine there was a 
base metal as scarce as gold but with the 
following properties: boring grey in colour, not a 
good conductor of electricity, not particularly 
strong [..], not useful for any practical or 
ornamental purpose .. and one special, magical 
property: can be transported over a 
communications channel" — Satoshi 
Nakamoto



Digital Gold

“In this sense, it’s more 
typical of a precious metal” 

- Satoshi Nakamoto on 2/18/19, in 
the post announcing the Bitcoin 
white paper Click

http://p2pfoundation.ning.com/forum/topics/bitcoin-open-source
http://p2pfoundation.ning.com/forum/topics/bitcoin-open-source
https://multicoin.capital/2017/09/21/bitcoin-better-digital-gold/
https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/bitcoin-is-like-gold-but-its-superior-675977c83746


cryptoversus.com

Assuming BTC can claim 
1% of the markets for gold, 
hedge funds and offshore 
deposits …

… the value of 1 Bitcoin 
should be $29000

Click

https://www.cryptoversus.com/


Stock-to-Flow Analysis



Bitcoin Delta 
Capitalization

Plan B (@100trillionusd)

Introduced in March ‘19:

Medium: Modeling Bitcoin's Value with Scarcity

Stock: How much is there already?

Flow: How much more is being produced?

Stock-to-Flow = Stock / Flow

… Let’s calculate Stock-to-Flow for Bitcoin

https://twitter.com/100trillionusd
https://medium.com/@100trillionUSD/modeling-bitcoins-value-with-scarcity-91fa0fc03e25








For those that want to go 
(much) deeper



In addition to the links already presented

Today's Crypto Asset Valuation Frameworks - Ashley Lannequist

An (Institutional) Investor's Take on Cryptoassets - John Pfeffer

Valuing Cryptoassets from the Ground Up - Mike Sall

Valuing Bitcoin and Ethereum with Metcalfe's Law - Clearblocks

Rethinking Metcalfe's Law applications to cryptoasset valuation - Dmitry Kalichkin

Crypto Valuations Canon - Alex Woodward

Bitcoin Valuation Links - Willy Woo

https://blockchainatberkeley.blog/todays-crypto-asset-valuation-frameworks-573a38eda27e
https://medium.com/john-pfeffer/an-institutional-investors-take-on-cryptoassets-690421158904
https://medium.com/@sall/valuing-cryptoassets-from-the-ground-up-441ad5a9ff03
https://medium.com/@clearblocks/valuing-bitcoin-and-ethereum-with-metcalfes-law-aaa743f469f6
https://medium.com/cryptolab/network-value-to-metcalfe-nvm-ratio-fd59ca3add76
https://medium.com/@alexwoodard17/crypto-valuation-cannon-5c2ab3b9ff29
http://charts.woobull.com/bitcoin-valuations/


Should you buy?



My Thoughts
The current value makes no sense

Either Bitcoin:

- goes to zero (very possible)

- or it gains traction as a “store 
of value” and investment 
vehicle (100x would not be 
unrealistic)

 ¯\_(ツ)_/¯


